Anglojap Yew
Taxus x media Also known as: Common Yew, Intermediate Yew
Rating: 0.0

( 0 votes)

This description is for Anglojap Yew (Taxus x
media):

A hybrid that crosses
the borders between
Britain and Japan so is
well suited to a
boundary hedge.
One of the most popular options when
forming hedgerows, Taxus x media is a
hybrid that brings together the best of
Taxus baccata and Taxus cuspidate otherwise known as the English Yew
and Japanese Yew. Tough, durable and
adaptable to most soil types, it is hard
to go wrong with what has been
conveniently dubbed the Anglojap Yew.
With ﬂat, dark green needles, this
evergreen shrub makes light work of
creating a hedgerow or screen, and
can be trimmed into neat shapes. The
female of the species produces small,
crimson berries in autumn. At home in
well-drained but moist and slightly
alkaline soil, it prefers to stay out of
the hot summer sun.
Find Anglojap Yew in our Shop!
Free shipping from € 50!
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Avoid eating this plant, as any of its
parts can cause severe discomfort.

Z5-7
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6-8
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6-8
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Inconspicuous or absent
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No, neutral please

well-drained
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Green

sandy
Clay
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30 years or longer
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Green

Full sun
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Green
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Sheltered
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Propagation methods
semi-ripe cuttings
grafting
seed
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Spreading

